Employee State Insurance Act (ESI) Scheme to get
implemented all districts of India by year end.
Presently the ESI Act is applicable to only those implemented arrears
where they have Hospital facilities to provide benefits to the Insured
persons. At present ESI is implemented fully in 443 districts and partially
implemented in 153 districts. Further a total of 148 districts are yet to get
covered under the scheme.
But with the latest TOI news article dated 20th June’2022 (copy
enclosed), ESI plans to extend the coverage to every part of the country
by end of 2022. This will lead to total social security to all eligible
employees working in any corner of the country.
Process for obtaining Certificate of Coverage (COC ) under EPF Act.
The COC (also called a detachment certificate) is a certificate issued to
an international worker (IW) by his or her home social security
authorities that exempts the IW from contributing to the social security
(PF) in the host country as long as he or she is contributing to their home
social security system.
Steps to obtain COC online:Step 1: Click EPFO Website www.epfindia.gov.in >>> International Workers
Portal >>> Application for COC
Step 2: Login with UAN & Password >>> Select Member ID >>>
Step 3: Enter details of detachment & upload scanned copy of passport >>>
Step 4: Application would move online to Employer on IW Portal for verification
& attestation >>>
Step 5: Verified & attested application will be forwarded to cerned EPFO Office
for approval>>>

Step 6: After approval, employee can download COC from IW Portal.

Why were Labour Codes not implemented on 1st July,
2022?
Here are some view points as came to my mind while answering above
question.....
1. I do not know from where this 1st July, 2022 came into existence. Was
there any pre-announcement from Government. Was it mandatory for
Govt. to make it effective from 1.7.2022 or Is there any other reason?
2. Even though Codes were enacted long back by both the Houses of
Parliament and the President has also assented to it, it is yet to see the
ray of the light for the reasons well to the Government.
3. Since past 1-2 months, the message was floating on social media as
well as print media confirming that the Labour Codes will be
implemented from 1.7.2022 which had created much hype in corporate
sector and we used to be flooded with daily calls wasting each others
precious professional time.
4. The delay in implementation is leading to both,
employers and employees to find more and more flaws in the Codes
particularly in the definition of 'wages' in the first Code itself i.e. Code on
Wages 2019 which is common across all four Codes and is not simple but
most complex.
5. On one hand Govt. says the Codes are enacted for EASE OF DOING
BUSINESS and avoid multiplicity of various provisions and create more
clarity and understanding amongst the stakeholders, however, in reality,
rather than understanding, it would create more misunderstanding just
like its date of implementation.
6. No doubt, these 4 Codes have subsumed 29 various Central Labour
Laws but prima facie its interpretation would run in hundreds or
thousands of pages or volumes leading to increase in litigation at later
date.

7.I, therefore, strongly feel that since the existing Labour Laws are
well settled with its historical background of more than 75 years or so and
hence, considering large apprehension of opposition from the
stakeholders namely Employers and especially Employees, Govt. should
defer its implementation forever and carry out minor changes in each Act
separately and ask all employers to file Uniform/Unified Return on its
Portal which is happening presently.
8.IR Code has also done away with Labour Courts putting immense load
on Industrial Tribunals which has replaced Labour Courts in IR Code,
2020 with two members thereon and hence, it cannot be expected that
disputes will be disposed of expeditiously.
9.So also, there is no clear distinction between workers and an
employee which is also likely to create more confusion. All employees
not excluding managers supervisors would be entitled to overtime
payment for additional work and hence, could approach the authorities
and thus, increasing further litigations thereon.
I am also sharing one article dated 30th June’2022 on the subject for your
knowledge and reference.

